Health Sciences Education Building

The new Health Sciences Education Building (HSEB) meets the evolving teaching needs of our Health Sciences partners. It features flexible instructional spaces with advanced A/V to support in-person, remote, and HyFlex instruction. It provides a collaborative environment for active learning, problem-based instruction, and interprofessional education (IPE). Access will be by card reader only (valid Husky Card).

The building begins to open in late Spring and will be fully open by Autumn Quarter 2022. The instructional and community/student features below demonstrate how it can accommodate your curriculum and events.

Additional information will be provided as the opening of the building approaches.

INSTRUCTIONAL SPACE FEATURES

Every classroom is designed for efficient modern teaching, whether in-person, online, or HyFlex (with students in-person and online simultaneously). Each classroom has an A/V Bridge to connect your device, control panel, cameras for internet broadcasting or recording, microphones for you and your audience, and multiple video inputs.

- 3 large classrooms (ranging from 128-160 people). 2 cameras, 2 laser projectors, wall-mounted white boards, and flexible furniture setup - tables and chairs on wheels
- 5 medium classrooms (up to 72 people). 1 camera, 2 laser projectors, wall-mounted white boards, and flexible furniture setup - tables and chairs on wheels
- 8 small classrooms (ranging from 20-40 people). 1 camera, 85 inch 4K monitor, and flexible furniture setup - tables and chairs on wheels
- Other learning features include Anatomy Lab Suite, Anatomage Table (3D teaching tool for anatomy and physiology), and Skills Lab spaces for hands-on learning of skills common to all health professions.

COMMUNITY AND STUDENT SPACE FEATURES

- Welcoming courtyard with outdoor seating/tables with accessible access to the Health Sciences Center, UWMC, Rotunda and South Campus Center
- Student community spaces: lounge seating and collaboration/informal learning areas
- 2 Wellness Rooms
- Hoteling Offices - small office spaces for short-term faculty use
- All-gender and ADA accessible restrooms on each floor
- Health Sciences Library electronic hub
- Individual and team study areas and rooms
- IPE Commons: collaboration space, kitchen and lounge
- Quiet study spaces
- Reservable event spaces - locations, availability and reservation rates to be determined
- No food and/or beverage service will be located in the HSEB - the Rotunda Cafe and Espresso Stand is just a few steps away in the Health Sciences Center
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